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Twenty years ago middle-aged Mike Weller started drawing a fictional self-portrait of his life
as a young comic-book artist thirty years before! Fifty years on character Mike Weller is an
oldie employed as Earth Corporation Wireless, Telephony and Television cultural worker no.
136804 – designated to Team memory & reminiscence; to Team happiness & wellbeing; to
Team humanities & secularization; and to Team protest, insurrection & subversion.
(Mike Weller’s serial shot Spurious Purple no. 039 “spurious purples” -- HomeBaked Books, July 27 2016)

Nineteenth century purples spurious I

LINES Written in a Garden at Islington (anonymous) from Selected Poetry in The
Gentleman's Magazine: November 1810, Volume 80, Part 2

Nineteenth century purples spurious II

But when anything more happily expressed than ordinary falls upon the ears of
the illiterate, of whatever kind it be, provided that they themselves cannot
hope to speak equally well, it gains their admiration, and not without reason,
for even to speak just beyond the capacity of the uneducated is not easy. Such
moderate excellence, however, fades and dies away when it is compared with
anything better, as "wool dyed red pleases," says Ovid, "in the absence of
purple, but if it is contrasted even with the purple of a common riding cloak, it
will be thrown into the shade by the presence of something brighter than
itself." 76. If, again, we apply the light of a keen judgment to such tasteless
eloquence, as that of sulphur to inferior dye, it will immediately lose the false
luster with which it had deceived the eye and grow pale with an indescribable
deformity. Such eloquence will accordingly shine only in the absence of the
sun, as certain small animals appear to be little fires in the darkness. In short,
many admire what is bad, but none condemn what is good.
Scanned text and note to version of Quintilian's Institutes of the orator: in twelve books,
Volume 2 — an edited version of all twelve books from the 1856 English translation of the
Rev. John Selby Watson.

wellerversal alterities & invitations to cartoon reality

Mike Weller began his commercial art career as comic book lettering artist for Mogul
Studios with colleagues Sid Muddleton (1925-2016) and graphic novelist Nick Muir: makebelieve characters in wellerverse.
As a former comic-book artist Mike hand-lettered TALES FROM WELLERVERSE (above).
Earth Corporation Systems operate Wellerverse. In a fiction EarthCo’s Global
Communications Network (News and Information) publish Daily Chronicle and Croydon
Reporter (FREE with EarthCo/90z where sold).

wellerversal croydon reporter

Adding(combe) ton Road tram-stop
Sandilands is the stop character Mr Weller takes when travelling by tram Route
from Addington Village to Beckenham Road. Passengers have often requested
the driver slow down on this Addiscombe track near a tunnel. Locations
Addiscombe and Addington are visual and word-association inspirations for
Weller’s fictional creation Addingcombe. Buses and trams are his imagined
transport, the Somnambulance Special, from dreamtime reality Addingcombe
to socially real Beckenham Road and back again to Weller’s made-up
Dedbrickton dreamtime reality.
Early Wednesday morning November 9 th 2016, just before last votes
confirming Donald Trump as United States’ president-elect, the Duke of Hell
struck this busy Croydon intersection by pathing the driver of the
Addingcombe tram into dreamtime for a nanosecond, causing him to collapse
on the accelerator -- increasing the vehicle’s speed from its 12mph limit to
43mph – derailing and overturning the public transport: throwing one of the
tram’s estimated sixty-eight passengers through a window, decapitating him,
fatally killing five other men and a woman; and injuring fifty-one others – eight
seriously trapped between vehicle and track, two subsequently requiring
amputations; with other passengers needing hospitalization for injuries both
major and minor. Most of the human-beings on this tram were travelling to
Croydon workplaces to begin their day’s labour.

The Croydon Reporter says -Dorota Rynkiewic, a mother of thirty-five years lost her life. She was married with two small
children and laid to rest in Poland. Mark Smith, also in his mid-thirties was killed, too. He
had a baby son and was engaged to be married. Dean Chinnery was nineteen-years old when
the young Crystal Palace football fan died. Another Palace fan Philip “Tank” Seary, fiftyseven year-old dad and grandfather was taken by the Divine Producer. Philip Logan was in
his early fifties also. Donald Collett, grandfather-of-three; and Robert Huxley, dad and
grandfather, were taken from the earth in their early sixties.

(Survivor quote from the Croydon Reporter, November 11 2016)

A “folder full of Mick” assessment of Mike Weller’s talents

A short story featuring Larry K, Gavin S, Will R, Stephen M, Mike
W, RTA P and several cameo appearances
Contemporary Poetics Research Centre, Tuesday 23rd May 2017
An elderly man is trawling luggage as a woman accompanies him. They are
walking towards Tottenham Court Road. The woman asks Mike Weller if he
knows where Gordon Square is. A young female pedestrian overhears this
inquiry. A minute later she provides the couple with directions using her
smartphone. Mike checks his old paperback A-Z as Torrington Place demands a
paused moment of geographic hesitancy. Finding Birkbeck’s various units often
have a foggy day in London town feel despite sunny spring evenings like May
23 2017.
There was a comic moment ten minutes later when Weller caught up with the
couple, informing Birkbeck’s travelling companions he preferred the printed A
to Z to phone apps. The man agreed with Mike. As they turned to walk the long
way round Gordon Square, Mike asked them what number they required.
“Forty-three,” the couple simultaneously replied.
“Yeats?” asks Mike.
“Yes, Larry’s the speaker,” says the man’s female travelling companion.
“Wish I’d brought along Yeats’ collected poems left me by Sybil May. Her pen
and pencil notes,” thought Mike.

“It’s easier at the next turning. Forty-three is roughly in the middle of the
terrace,” says Weller.
“I thought you didn’t know where Gordon Square was?”
“I didn’t,” says Mike. “There are so many squares here. I’ve only just
recognized this as Gordon Square. Next we have to find room three-one-seven
in the building itself.”
Larry the speaker didn’t trust Weller’s judgement. He counts the terraces
down.
“Forty-six, forty-five, forty-four. There we are, forty-three.”
“Now we have to find the room 317.”
“Well, it’s the third floor at least. Here’s a lift,” says Mike.
“Those numbers go that way. 317 must be this way.”
“It may be the up the stairs here. I remember this floor being a bit of a
labyrinth,” says Mike.
“No, it’s here,” says Larry standing in front of a door by the stairs pointing.
“Look, it says 317 up there.”
Settled in Room 317 Larry Kearney then says very quietly, “I’m in a fog.”
Gavin Selerie has brought along his Yeats student edition from the very early
‘60s.
RTA quietly reads Samuel R Delany’s Trouble on Titon, sitting at a table
amongst the small gathering, after he delivers printed copies of William Rowe’s
Collected Poems.
William gifts Mike a copy of his Collected Poems which moves slowly toward
1992’s Working the Signs from 2016’s opening Death Purge.
RTA Parker’s Crater Press 41 sits comfortably with Sean Bonney’s and Frances
Kruk’s DIY Poemas Vallejo (yt) gifted by Will a decade ago, and William’s LVB
Zurita (Veer) translations purchased by Mike from Stephen Mooney couple
years back.

book rowe—different shapes, sizes and colours: sitting on Michael Weller’s
social housing accommodation unit shelf—alongside an Oxford Spanish-English
English-Spanish dictionary.

The 1961
An LP entitled The Two Sides of John Leyton bought by schoolboy Michael
Weller with money earned on a paper round inspired his notion of becoming
both text and visual artist—two sides of Mike Weller, characters MJ and Mike.

Weller as fiction
When I was a boy, we had a garden. Mr Weller was eighty-five, and he came in every
Wednesday and did things in the garden, and the roses grew, and the vegetable garden put
forth vegetables, as if by magic. In the garden shed every kind of strange hoe and spade and
trowel and dibber hung, and Mr Weller alone knew what they were good for. They were his
tools. I get fascinated by tools.
The miracle of prose is this: it begins with the words.
(Neil Gaiman’s speech transcript for 2013’s the Fantastic in the Arts conference published as ‘The Pornography
of Genre, or the Genre of Pornography’ – The View from the Cheap Seats, 2016)

Naming not shaman
I only ever choose a name for its sound and appearance, not its meaning.
(Howard Jacobson writing on making up fictional characters -- Zoo Time, 2012)

Lulu’s print-on-demand and Amazon’s CreateSpace printing are contemporary owners of
today’s means of literary production, distribution and exchange fictionalized by Weller as
Earth Corporation Pride Publishing.
EarthCo’s Pride Publishing’s kobotic process encodes both written and drawn data. Data
algorithms will change, if or when, “late” or advanced capitalism undergoes structural
transformations.

Takes the biscuit
EarthCo’s Team protest, insurrection & subversion work 4Time decoding data for
transformative modes (sponsored by EarthCo biscuit confections).
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Doctor-poet Doug Jones paths “Inspector Pannifer’s” vintage Micropax viEw55

The Somnambulance Special, a mode of transport (bus phantosme, uncanny
tram) inspiring Dreamtime visits from Beckenham Road (south london
Dedbrickton region) and Addingcombe (Couldpenge-be), and back to
Beckenham Road stopped operating after November 9 th 2016.

Earth Corporation Entertainment’s Pride Self-Publishing forum
July 4 & 5 2017 email correspondence between John Robbins – poetry cartoonist, author of Not-So-Cosmic
Crusaders, Spurious Purple ‘collaborator’ and owner of John Robbins Limited Original Comic Art Bedroom
Gallery, (Addingcombe) and Mike Well er.

July 4 2017
Thanks for Intermittent #1. As is usual with any Wellerverse activity, the planets aligned to
see it occupy my inbox a day after email confirmation that the Spurious Purple paperback
had been dispatched from Amazon, and a day before the book’s arrival (with My Life As A
Dog on blu-ray and Without Name on dvd). […] Really nice print job […]
John
July 4 2017
Amazon's algorithmick bots warned me, through entire editing process, each page would
look shite because of rubbish page alignments and impossibly low resolution scans. They
lied! Either that or my back-page blurb was computed and it started a bots' revolt...
Mike
July 5 2017
[…] I’m sorry now that it wasn’t films Intermission and Interstellar that arrived in proximity
with Intermittent #1. (Earnest short film Intermittent on YouTube about young, starspangled Mikey Waller’s struggle with alcoholism; he’s so messed-up he goes by the name
Frank. There are three films with Proximity as their title!)
John

On the back-page

Leather- jacketed
Weller found a leather jacket in an Uckfield thrift shop. Weller felt the item
boxed his multiple heads…er… ‘eads ids in.
The jacket boxed Mike Weller’s little ‘eads into one big head. Four buttons on
the front of the jacket branded CLASSIC. One comma for each Weller alterity

,,,,
On the back-page of the jacket a death metal band’s name embossed in
invisible silver studded capital letters

WHELLERS COGNITIVE DISSONANCE TOUR 2050

Without an Earth Corporation Entertainment RockBand name on the backpage Wheller was just another Nick Muir wannabe graphic novelist (“ .the most
exciting British creator of comics at any level”- Daily Chronicle) poetry
cartoonist wearing a leather jacket for performative sound appearances as
Mike Weller alter-ego character ‘Cliff of Albion’.

Leather- coated -- makin’ out with Richard Makin
Richard Makin, author of fiction trilogy —Work, Dwelling and Mourning
described Michael Weller’s jacket as more of a leather coat than a jacket when
both experimental writers of prose fiction shared book sculptor Sarah Jacobs’s
Cass Art (Colebrooke) AN ACCUMULATION OF FICTIONS and AFTER NATURE
(Highlights) launch gig June 2017.
Weller accepted Makin’s wider sartorial knowledge. A coat was a ‘coat’ not a
jacket and Makin was fictional enough not to be renamed Albian assassin
character ‘Mikey Waller’ dual tracking real Makin in wellerverse tales.
Weller had lost one of the CLASSIC buttons on his black leather. Front bottom
button. ‘Cliff of Albion’ would never be the same again yet ‘Richard Makin’ still
looked like Richard Makin.

,
For Weller the coat provided a sense of dissociation from the real. With
buttons displayed as CLASSIC buttons the coat obtained distance,
detachment—alienation from self so far removed it was like Weller was not
really here and had never been here on earth. Paradox: Weller must be on
earth otherwise he wouldn’t be sitting at a desk in one of Queen Adelaide
Court Penge’s regional (and fictional) EarthCo Homeland social housing units
(Homeland Affordable Accommodation) processing characters for wellerverse
tales.

Earth Corporation Real Estate (Team Properties)

Before August 1946 (Social Reality Earthtime) Mike Weller wasn’t on earth—
that’s for sure. And there’ll come a time when Weller won’t be on earth again.
Weller describes this as the 3World in 4Time paradox, splitting Mike Weller
characters into two personas for slower fiction (eg The Prince and the
Showgirl, Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, The Two Sides of John Leyton etc)
One character is real life Mike Weller birthed Michael Weller. Lives at Queen
Adelaide Court Penge with character Miss Education otherwise known as ‘The
Authoress’. He is an OAP. Wellerversal’s other Mick is fantasy character Mike
Weller living, working and volunteering for the Earth Corporation in parallel
reality Addingcombe.
“Addingcombe” is part of a secondary world invented by Weller to cartoon
Penge. Addingcombe is an invisible urban village situated in made-up Zone 4
district Dedbrickton. Weller made up this fantasy place years before, enabling
him to cartoon the area he was written into and the district he grew up living,
loving, and working in. Suburbs of Croydon: Bromley, Lambeth, Southwark
along with inner urban Catford & Lewisham.

Mellows’s Dedbridge
To a stranger Dedbrickton, like Addingcombe, is as obscure as the place it
cartoons. Dedbrickton was a place name Weller borrowed from old university
scribbling pal, Phil Mellows. Phil was an East End News reporter who’d taken
an opportunity, like older Weller to study for three years as a mature
university student back-in-the-day. Both Mellows and Weller attended sciencefiction librarian Colin Greenland’s polytechnic creative writing workshop below
flashing light bulbs on Wednesday afternoons for an experiment in group
writing collaboration: a fast fiction Mellows entitled Pinball and the Perfect
Lasagne.
Phil—now a freelance journalist and writer, invented Dedbridge as comic
mirror of Redbridge, the local east London authority governing its polytechnic.
A dozen years later Mike Weller wrote the polytechnic as fictional Dedbrickton
“South East Polytechnic” for his Space Opera, cartooning Mike’s 3-year student
interlude.

Bookartist Bently
Here is a book in social reality depicting south London picture poetry— John
Bently’s Bookartbookshop publication ‘From Herne Hill to the Plains of Penge’

Nullimaginative gentrification
Mike Weller can still do nullimaginative but can’t Dreamtime visit, photograph
or film the village of Addingcombe anymore. Access has been denied.
Attempted visits deemed null by the Earth Corporation Development Trust
(charitable wing of EarthCo’s KinderKingdom Homeland Affordable
Accommodation). In Addingcombe fantasy Mike Weller is writing picture story
“Codex Sporious”. He needs real Mike Weller’s skills as an illustrator to make it
work. But the real Weller isn’t there anymore. Michael can no longer go to
Addingcombe to see the other Mick (or Mike). He’s busy working in reality on
his own version of invisible Mike’s “Codex Sporious” entitled “Codex
Sporangolium”.
“Dedbrickton” is Weller’s imaginary Zone 4 south London. So here are four
rationalisations for Zone 4.
i) Several pockets in south London have become gentrified or are in the
process of gentrification. One pocket is the Penge plain where items like
abandoned supermarket trolleys have been cleared from plains, alleys and
lanes by Earth Corporation Real Estate (Team Tourism).
Weller produced Minimus Post Ode Poem between 2011-2014. Published by
zimZalla avant objects, Manchester: MJ’s 2014 bookartobject docutracks
signage first sketched 2010 after Slow Fiction.
Post-decoding, this poetic landscape changed into an Earth Corporation film
set—its poetry replaced by sophisticated signage more knowing than old
nostalgic pre-odes.

MJ Weller’s Egnep zimZalla adjuncts for YouTube distanced regionally and geographically
could not have precipitated Dedbrickton Tourist Board upgrades of urban pockets.

(ii) A commonplace signal of nullimaginative gentrification is initial EarthCo
entry of police officers posing as bohemian poet-artists.
Character Mike Weller was written into Dedbrickton over70 years before and
therefore unlikely to be a police spy (unless, that is, Weller was playing tripleagent spy character Pin-Eyed Ferryman written by Edward Mogil in an obscure
30s pulp fiction before Mike was born).

A newer landscape of collaboration: local Penge artists, makers and entrepreneurs, and not
a police spy amongst them.

(iii) Team Tourism brand Dedbrickton ‘Daggertown’.
Dead rock star John (Beyond) Dagger (Glitter Glamm formerly Ken Tapley)
started his career as founder of Dedbrickton Arts Lab with Mick Weller and
others. The same Mick Weller, according to EarthCo algorithmic profiling
volunteer status 136804 is a white male pensioner living in one of the Earth
Corporation’s Homeland Affordable accommodation units.
Artists who live in social housing cannot be real artists says Dedbrickton Tourist
Board in its mission statement. At the present time it is Team Tourism’s policy
to only permit artists committed to using freehold or leasehold residential
studios for exhibition, public and private view, trading, and other business
activities.

But what if Weller is a deeper womble—undercover poetry agent “Inspector
Pannifer”—
(iv) According to phantom Mike or Mick Weller’s “Codex Sporious” the Duke
of Hell’s legions gotten hold of Addingcombe’s phantasamogenetic codes in
2016 (Social Reality Earthtime).

Extracted and scanned from ‘Now Here’s a Tale with a Happy Ending’ (October2009) becoming part of Slow
Fiction: twenty-three tales in a box (2001-2010).

Pencil sketches of Dickens’ s wellerversal Samivel

(from Mike Weller’s ‘Folders full of Mick’)
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Mary’s boy

Pin-Eyed Ferryman gets cracking on breaking up wellerverse
Addingcombe’s Mike Weller pathed Penge’s Mike Weller nullimaginatively to
let him know Detective Inspector Pannifer was removed as head of EarthCo’s
CIBI (Cybercrime Intelligence Bureau of Investigation Compliance Unit) on
January 9 2017. Nicknamed ‘History Police’ for investigations into historical
political incorrectness, Jim Pannifer had built a reputation for fairness in the
pages of Slow Fiction.

(Slow Fiction Character and Scene Guide ‘Graphic Novel’ detail, 2010)

Fictional president-elect (caricatured Jack Flash) appoints triple agent Pin-Eyed
Ferryman as CIBI’s new head to get rid of “fake universes”, “fake characters”,
“fake news” and “fake newspapers” like 3World in 4Time’s Daily Chronicle
made up by “liberal movie people”.

President-electric Jack “MUDD” (McDonald-Upturned-Dis-embodied-Duckhead) Flash

Joe Diamond EarthCo CEO confronts Spearate -- page fragment scan from ‘Convenient Truth’ (Slow Science
Fictions no. 11, February 2008) becoming part of Slow Fiction:twenty-three tales in a box (2001-2010).

January 9, 2017 (Social Reality Earthtime)

“Weller's widow Terry looked shocked when told about allegations of sex abuse against her husband.'I don't
know. I'm not even going to respond,' she said. Mrs Weller, who still has a strong London accent despite living
in America since the late 1970s, clutched her phone as she spoke to the Daily Chronicle and appeared nervous.
The 68-year-old real estate agent said she knew 'nothing at all' about claims her husband had molested
children” (Daily Chronicle, January 9, 2017)

EarthCo (Team memory & reminiscence)

The urban village of Addingcombe: separated only from a common reality of Surrey
postcodes, Kent’s Grave’s End, Thanet’s seaside”Water Buffalo” (the Harp) and Little Sussexon-Sci-Fi; by Clearwater Cemetery and neighbouring asylum park “The Metrobolist”—
EarthCo’s Recently Deceased’s Dignification Centre (RDDC) at Nut’s Wood.
(Mike Weller’s serial shot Spurious Purple no. 017 “Secondary words worlds & decorations” -- HomeBaked
Books, May 11 2016)

Flew a screen lightly

CinePoetics
Weller is haunted by variations of a recurring dream. He’s watching a black and
white movie in childhood of urban, suburban and near-rural places he thinks
he’s familiar with. Addingcombe High Street—1950s Greenline country buses
pass red London town buses in Dreamtime rural intersections.
Mike’s fantasy Addingcombe is a low-budget black and white B feature turned
into a Dedbrickton Tourist Board film set.
Taking the boy out of Dedbrickton Road Primary School in 1951 to view Walt
Disney’s Alice in Wonderland one rainy afternoon was a suggestion an old
railwayman made to Michael John Weller’s mother and father.
— The child was born to film. He needs to find the mother of his film. He
won’t find her in school the old railwayman said.
— But Alice in Wonderland isn’t his mother, I’m his mother you silly-arsecock-damn-fool, the child’s biological mum said.

— I didn’t say Alice was his mother. The mother of the boy’s film is Dickens’s
childhood nurse Mary Weller. There are as many wellerversal Marys as there
are Michaels, Sheilas, Samuels, Pauls, Paulas, Joes, Keiths, Kens and so on. Sons
of Weller. Daughters of Weller. Great grandsons and granddaughters of Weller,
as lost and forgotten as nineteenth century poetry—here on film.

Sheila Weller was three when she saw a yellow butterfly in the film’s opening
scene fly off the screen and into the cinema audience. Michael saw it fly into
the auditorium too. The old railwayman caught the colourful animated insect,
cupped it gently in his hands, and showed a natural reality butterfly to little
Sheila, saying very quietly—
— I’ll take it out and set it free.
Disney’s film wasn’t 3D.
— Aren’t you staying for the rest of the film and the B feature asked mum.
— No, this is where I come in said the old railwayman, going out a Granada
cinema Crystal Palace exit door releasing the butterfly.

A black and white B film he watched half way through when he entered a
cinema for the first time in his life fascinated Michael as much as Alice in
Wonderland and the butterfly.

Set in south London, a gang of four villains, two of them blade boys in their
teens, meet up at a dog track to plan a robbery. They cosh a woman as she
carries wage packets on a tray from a safe in a prefabricated yard lock-up to
employees in a small office. The robbers are viewed swinging their coshes.
The character snatching the tray is named Scourge in the credits. He wears a
Hitler mask and carries a revolver. Firstly he points the gun at his own head
then at the screen. A loud bang echoes through the cinema’s speakers but the
next shot shows the quiet outside of what looks (at least, to Michael) like
Penge police station. Then the sound of a telephone rings.
The seriousness of the robbery and the murder of the wages clerk are only
implied at the police station when a plain clothes detective smoking a pipe
picks up the receiver.
Name ‘Inspector J. Pannifer’ can be read on a door. Speaking to a young
Detective Sergeant standing next to him Pannifer names the killer ‘Biff
Scourge’ as if he knows him personally.
The funny look the younger detective gives Pannifer doesn’t seem it’s on film.
The detectives get into a black car. What particularly fascinates the boy is
location signage.
Road and shop signs for example Michael thinks he recognises as the gang
leave the dog track, drive a van through streets, and are pursued in very loud
alarm-ringing police cars. The small boy scans signage as the murderers are
chased down alleys and side roads on foot led by the younger athletic
Detective Sergeant, followed by more uniformed policemen.
— That’s Addingcombe. That’s Prospect Way, says the child.
— Michael, we’ve got to leave now. Back to school tomorrow. Sheila’s fallen
asleep and dad’s already carried her out. Come on, son. We’ve got to catch the
119.

The boy sat rigid in his seat watching the credits. The young detective was
Sergeant Rigby played by William Abney. Choat was played by Sydney Tafler
and Inspector Pannifer by Leslie Howard. Buof Scourge by Tod Slaughter.
And that was all Michael was able to catch as his mum dragged him out of the
Granada screaming his head off in protest. He’d found hidden realms he
wanted to pursue between living things, animals and insects in artificial
motion, human actors playing made-up characters: made-up characters
playing it for real and dangerous overflows of identity, naming, made-up places
between location of film and film itself; depiction, exhibition and viewing,
common reality—poetry and story—story and poetry.
Decades later Mike searches Movie Data Base (iMDb) for a 1951 film starring
Leslie Howard in which he plays a detective inspector. There isn’t one—
Howard died in 1943. Shot down during the war. Described as the ‘lost actor’
his death attracts conspiracy theorists. So it couldn’t have been him playing
Detective Inspector Pannifer in 1951 (Social Reality Earthtime). Leslie Howard’s
son Ronald played the part of detective inspectors in a couple of Merton Park
Studio features. But what was the film called—there is no documentation.
Merton Studio produced a film entitled Mystery Junction with Sydney Tafler
playing a crime novelist— but that wasn’t it—Weller checked its iMDb page.
Mike’s childhood recollection didn’t add up. An ‘A’ feature wouldn’t be
showing with Disney’s Alice in Wonderland for a start. Maybe the feature had a
‘U’ certificate after all. Children had seen and heard worse during the war.
Weller couldn’t make sense of his experience 65 years before. There was no
sense to it.
He could though look back in wonder at Alice as a moving Disney cartoon, and
the old railwayman’s conjuring of a real butterfly from an animated one.
—“Pretend High Street”: that’s what I’ll call the story for EarthCo’s Team
memory and reminiscence tale, Mike thought.

Had his own Addingcombe been cancelled by Earth Corporation Real Estate?
Had the urban nowhere village always been Weller’s infantile fantasy?

EarthCo Real Estate’s advert in the Properties section of the Croydon Reporter says:
“If Croydon is good enough for Tom Cruise – it must be pretty good. We’ve always said
there’s no need to drive – or fly – all the way to central London for outside locations.
Dedbrickton is a perfect example – with ample underground parking, village architecture,
council estates, high streets and open fields – all on the doorstep of the studios.”
EarthCo’s Team Property provides administrative and practical support for local authorities
and landowners wishing to maximise income from location filming in London. EarthCo
Properties now handle around 5000 film shoots a year and operates the film offices for
eleven London Boroughs – Bexley, Bromley, Croydon, Camden, Islington, Kingston, Lambeth,
Lewisham, Newham, Redbridge and Southwark, as well as a number of privately-owned
locations.

Heartbeat’s Adensfield won its way into television viewing imagination for
years before cancellation but Addingcombe only ever existed in Weller’s
imagination. What happened to other fictional villages cancelled? Weller
would need to play the poetry agent to find them.

Goathland/Adensfield in two second heartbeat (YouTube)
Goathland/Adensfield in two second heartbeat (Vimeo)
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ging ting
Torn fragment of paper suddenly arrests Mike Weller. It’s a poem found.

Waiting in wings
Torn scraps of paper scattered on the concrete stairwell of Mike Weller’s
Penge accommodation unit would once have been fictionalised as a hidden
message from the Divine Creator, scattered across stairwells of Addingcombe’s
Sinkmoor Estate, if, that is, Mike still had access to an abandoned supermarket
trolley down an alley, or dreamtime reality Somnambulance Special,
transporting him to Addingcombe: and back to Beckenham Road’s common
reality.

Fancying himself as a bit of a local modernist poet, Mike enters ‘found
concrete poem on Penge social housing block’ for a district poetry competition
organised by Dedbrickton Tourist Board.

Inspector Jim Pannifer had been investigating Weller’s alleged 1970s crimes
against twentieth century entertainment when Pannifer got cartooned into an
Inspector-Go-Gadget-Go-kobald by Sir Michaeal Spearate at Clearwater Super
Hospital 2016 (Social Reality Earthtime).
Pin-Eyed Ferryman, War Ministry police spy and agent for both Sir Michaeal
Spearate’s Duke of Hell, and transporter of dead souls to RDDRC became new
head. Ferryman declared Mike Weller’s creation Addingcombe a delusional
fantasy, and then issued a cartoon for the poet’s arrest.

Writer MJ Weller had been arrested and brought to trial at Croydon Court once
before on charges of producing consistently dull prose, frequent misspellings,
(several excusable typo charges were dismissed) miseducated use of grammar
and syntax, vanity fictions and illustrations that failed to illustrate anything
graphic except Weller’s navel and arsehole. An assessment resulting in
fictional Mike Wellers appealng to the judge to give MJ another chance.

page fragment scan from ‘Lucky For Some’ (Slow Science Fictions no. 13, April 2008) becoming part of Slow
Fiction:twenty-three tales in a box (2001-2010)

Would Mike’s author Michael John Weller return the favour and convince
three EarthCo appeal judges to let Mick off manufactured CIBI claims of
historical incorrectness?
Mike’s collaborators Mick Farren, Edward Barker, Felix Dennis, along with
Richard Neville, were all waiting with prop-prayer wings at the Metrobolist.
Waiting for, like, proper divine Angel Wings to bring ‘em and sing ‘em to the
glorious Hallelujah.

Three digitized items providing evidence of extreme political incorrectness and
unacceptable historical influence on 21c’s socially acceptable normal had been
handed to EarthCo (Team CIBI) for prosecution and defence witnesses to view.

Poetry cartoon published in ITWOZ

“poetry” cartoon-strip from skoolkids’ ITWOZ 1970 resulting in publisher Lawrie Libb’s prosecution

(i) scanned extract from zinetales April 2014

Early 70s poetry comic

Scanned cover of Cap Stelling’s cOZmic Comics no. 3 (Designed and coloured by publisher Felix Dennis, 1972)

Noughties politician corrupted by early ‘70s poetry comic

Earth Corporation news and information (Daily Chronicle, April 29 2006)

(ii) scanned extract from zinetales April 2014

(iii) scanned extract from zinetales April 2014

Stanza Pramenaide
First Judge (EarthCo’s hekobald head of Art, Culture and Creative Industries):
— How on earth did a jailed underground magazine editor and a cartoonist
from the depths of south London both get to be poets?
Defence Witness:
— Both written 1945-1965 your honour.

Mike Weller’s poetry cartoon-strip (detail) scanned from cOZmic Comics no. 2 (H. Bunch Associates, 1972)

G’awwed’s Books
G’awwed’s oldest volumes go back tens of thousands of years, archived in
EarthCo clouds as “Who’s Who of Everyone Who Ever Lived and Died” at the
Metrobolist. Here data is re-organized, re-titled and re-digitized using invisible
classification systems. Below are the last five nineteenth and twentieth century
volumes presently awaiting re-digitalization from earlier section files using
Roman numerals along with Gawwed’s new twenty-first century book. Two
twentieth century world wars contain sub-Sections.
1890 - 1938 War Babies I (once known as Silents Section ⓍD ⋈ ⋈ ⋈ ⋈)
1939 – 1944 War Babies II (sub-Section Silents)
1945 - 1965 War Babies III (also known as Boomer Section)
1966 - 1988 War Babies IV (also known as Beastie Section or Generation X)
1989 - 2000 War Babies V (also known as Millennials Section or Generation Y)
2000 - War Babies VI (also known as Centennials Section or Generation Z)
Note: All dead poets through millennia are celebrated in G’awwed’s
supplementary sub-Section volume.

The 1972
“Lawrie Libb” told Mike Weller he wouldn’t be able to make-up cartoon
characters for comics and be a decent poet too—and caricaturing poets were
most certainly not a good idea—Lawrie added.
So one of the first characters MJ Weller made-up for comics was poet “Lawrie
Libb”. Alter-ego of Mr White, acting governor of “The Firm”— Lawrie Libb
inspired by Felix Dennis. A human being larger-than-life itself makes his entry
into the way of the world as successful businessman and popular poet. Written
aeons ago in G’awwed’s Book, male poets in the Book get to be named Laurie,
Lawrie, Sir Laurence, John Lawrence Ashbery or DH Lawrence. That’s what
Mike Weller calls “The 1972”.

Lawrie the poetry cartoon

Cap Stelling cartoon scanned from cOZmic Comics no. 3 (Edited by Felix Dennis, H. Bunch Associates, 1972)

—Is Weller still taking the piss? a second judge (EarthCo’s fem head of
Jurisprudence) asked, italicizing the word “still”.

The 2000

A third judge is shown 2017’s Lawrie Libb poetry cartoon by Mike Weller entitled “The 2000”

—I see, said the third judge (EarthCo’s Law Enforcement kobald
algorithmick). Guilty as charged then.

Mick and Felix go Upstairs
The Metrobolist opened a new chapter when Mick Farren (Deceased) and Felix
Dennis (Deceased) were escorted into RDDRC’s reception room to join others
known and unknown. The strains of Leslie Sarony’s Ain’t it Grand to be
Bloomin’ Well Dead plays on an old 78rpm gramophone whilst the voice of
Taylor Swift singing Change echoes from a sound cloud … this revolution, the
time will come for us to finally win we sing hallelujah, we sing hallelujah
‘It’s my hi-phone,’ winks the cherub with a grin on her face, replacing a
sharpened thorn on the record arm. ‘I’m a wind-up,’ she says […]
The first old souls meeting the Metrobolist newcomers Mick and Felix in
reception were their dads. Both wore prop-prayer wings, explaining to Felix
and Mick that, they too, would be issued with a set of prop-prayer wings after
Induction.
‘G‘awwed, sorry, I mean God-the Angel-Who-Writes-Everything-Down issues
them to cherubim and seraphim. She runs the place with her team of angels.’
Felix faced his dad. De-mobbed from the Royal Air Force after World War Two;
Dennis senior hadn’t seen his son since the child was a toddler.
‘I haven’t really got anything to say to you, man. My glass will be full here. I
don’t blame you for vanishing to Oz. But was it you who sent those Aussie
hippy hippy shakers over to give me a start in life? It’s alright pa, I can forgive
you for not returning to us in old Blighty. I wouldn’t want to manage a
backstreet newsagents and tobacconist’s shop in Surrey after helping allied
forces beat the Nazis.’
Mick faced his own dad. Also in the RAF, Eric Farren was killed in action during
World War 2.
‘The Metrobolist is a matter of wonderful life and dreadful death like the
films, Mickey.’
‘How long does this Induction last? How long are we supposed to hang about
at this Metrobolist?’

‘Somewhere between a nanosecond and a thousand years earthtime is
average.’
‘Don’t mislead them, Eric. Induction can take a thousand earth years. Recent
can mean up to a million years,’ said Dennis senior emphasising his utterance
in italics. And that can be Hell. The lift goes up and the lift goes down.’
‘Blimey, your cup needs filling, mate! I can see where I inherited my
optimism,’ said Felix with a wry glint in his dead eye.
‘G’awwed asked us to welcome you boys to the Metrobolist. This Boomer
Section, this “Who camp” we call it, has been designed for your bunch. Don’t
ask me who the Who are. Who? What? I don’t know. The Angel says your
generation know who the who are. I know her Boomer Section mentions
national health doctors… doctor whos, nurse whos, healthworker whos. They
sound like a great bunch of whos.’
‘Felix, I will fill my cup up now you’re here. Eric and I need to return soon to
our own sub-Section, Air Crew.’
Mick turned to his dad.
‘Will we see you again? Is it true you piloted a plane that got shot down in a
bombing raid on Cologne?’
‘Yes and no. I didn’t pilot it. I helped pilot it. We were a crew.’
‘Mum said you were the pilot.’
‘Your mother loved me dearly, bless her. She turned me into the hero of the
Cologne raid. I didn’t have the officer rank to be a pilot, son. My background
downstairs was working class. I was sergeant navigator on that little sortie,
Mickey. I know you know that.’
‘Technical sergeant in the Shakespeare squad’, said Mick […]
(Upstairs Downstairs extract from “Codex Sporious/Codex Sporangolium”)

Strains of Lana Del Rey echo from wireless drives of the poets—In the land of
Gods and Monsters I was an Angel looking to get fucked hard like a groupie
incognito posing as a real singer Life imitates art
Shakespeare playing Hamlet
— Suit the action to the word, the word to the action, with this special
observance that you o'erstep not the modesty of nature. For anything so
overdone is from the purpose of playing, whose end, both at the first and now,
was and is to hold, as ’twere, the mirror up to nature, to show virtue her own
feature, scorn her own image, and the very age and body of the time his form
and pressure—
Wilde playing Vivian
— My dear fellow, whatever you may say, it is merely a dramatic utterance,
and no more represents your real views upon art than the speeches of Iago
represent his real views upon morals —
Wilde playing Cyril
— I like that […] Is that the end?
Wilde playing Vivian
— Paradox though it may seem — and paradoxes are always dangerous
things — it is none the less true that Life imitates art far more than Art imitates
life—

(William Shakespeare’s and Oscar Wilde’s role-playing dialogues from Dead
Poets sub-Section “The Metrobolist”)
(Drives of the Poets extract from “Codex Sporious/Codex Sporangolium”)
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